
An Affluent Society
The Post-War Midcentury 



World War II

• Strange bedfellows: Liberal western allies 
join forces with the Soviet Union to defeat 
Hitler’s Axis 

• A common foe/goal until the end of the war 
– Carving up new spheres of influence; not 

traditional administrative imperialism, but 
ideological! 

– US and Harry Truman: Strict ideological 
containment  - no communist/Soviet gains!



The Cold War

• The US vs. The USSR: Backing different 
regimes in Korea, Vietnam, and elsewhere 

• Stalin and the hypocrisy of Soviet Marxism 
– 1945: Orwell (Eric Arthur Blair) writes Animal Farm 
– Soviet government = totalitarian, like fascism 

Orwell questions the end result. How would Marx 
feel about the Soviet system/life on the animal 
farm?



Age of Anxiety AND Prosperity

• Democratic party continues to provide presidential leadership 
with Harry S (his full middle name) Truman 

• New Deal expansion runs into roadblocks, however - GI Bill, 
FHA, &c. get green lights or are expanded, but other policies, like 
universal healthcare, will have to wait…and wait (Medicare and 
Medicaid with LBJ, ACA in 2010…) 

• And, not all policies are applied fairly by race (mortgage lending; 
redlining, for example, continues segregationist/discriminatory 
policy by “de facto” methods) 

• Republicans trying to figure out how to compete: be conservative 
and try to roll back New Deal programs, or be moderate and 
continue with these popular ideas that people have come to rely 
upon?



An “End of Ideology”?

• Political scientist Daniel Bell observes an 
“exhaustion of ideas” in the postwar world, where 
vasty differing ideologies are outmoded or 
unnecessary as we adjust and advance to a point 
where we can agree on what we want and where 
we want to be 

• By 1960, the presidential debates will end up being 
big agreement-fests where successful national 
candidates are moderate and agree on basic goals 

• But is this an entirely accurate assessment? 



Not-so-secret divides
• GOP is about to gradually go right-wing; while 

Dwight David Eisenhower is a moderate who 
embraces the liberal welfare state and peaceful 
international cooperation, there is a conservative 
wing of the party that wants to go backward, 
demolishing the New Deal 

• Many GOP partisans embrace anti-communism 
(not so odd) and for a time tolerate McCarthyism 
(odd and bad) 

• In 1964, they’ll nominate “loose canon” Barry 
Goldwater for the Presidency; in the future, Rs 
will get a reputation as “war hawks”…



Not-so-secret divides

• Goldwater in 1964 and Nixon in 1968, will end up 
using the racist “Southern Strategy” in their 
attempts to win the White House which will help 
complete the partisan realignment that has been 
in progress since FDR and culminates with LBJ’s 
Great Society/Civil Rights policies 

• In the 1970s and 1980s, they’ll also court 
evangelical Christians 

• The die is cast to openly revisit cultural rifts in the 
future, as the US becomes more diverse



Age of Prosperity
• In the postwar era, though, the US economy is booming and 

American political leadership is unparalleled worldwide – the 
age of “superpowers” begins 

• The US at the center of the reconstruction of European 
economies, providing loans via World Bank and the “Bretton 
Woods” System 

• US $ as the benchmark value for International Monetary 
Fund (designed to stabilize currency), &c. That’s good for us. 

• Europe will catch back up (European Coal and Steel 
Community et al. —> European Union), but US is reveling in 
the peacetime returns on wartime technology and industrial 
mobilization 

• American private sector unions are at their zenith of power 
and membership in the mid 20th century







The Affluent Society
• As described in your textbook, economist John Kenneth 

Galbraith looks upon the rise in economic growth and the 
subsequent uptick in consumption with suspicion 

• While average Americans are benefitting from this growth, he 
sees the increasingly materialistic desires of the populace being 
exploited by business after decades of depression and war 

• Economic inequality is evening out, but how long will this 
“classless” prosperity last, as the private sector seeks to 
“game” consumers and workers, essentially deciding how 
Americans - and the “free world” - should live?  

• And how “classless” is it to begin with, if not all demographics 
have full realization of their American rights? Women? 
Minorities, especially Black Americans? 



The Affluent Society
• And there are dangers apparent… 

• While wealth was evening out, the poorest Americans were in some 
cases doing worse (Michael Harrington’s The Other America, 1962) 

• President Eisenhower warns against the economy’s dependence on the 
defense industry for growth. The “Military Industrial Complex” has 
economic power that could translate into political power - war means $$
$ for this industry! 

• By 1961, 3.5m Americans work in the defense industry 

• The Cold War “arms race” and “space race” means government 
spending on defense and defense-adjacent technology (SPACE!) is on 
the rise 



Vice President Richard Nixon on the 
American Standard of Living (1959)

• A US-Russia exhibit swap showing “typical” 
lifestyles of Americans and Soviets 

• The American exhibit in Moscow looks 
amazing, but some Russians wonder if it 
really reflects a majority of Americans’ 
lifestyles 

• “Kitchen Debate” between Premier 
Khruschev and VP Nixon





Vice President Richard Nixon on the 
American Standard of Living (1959)

• What criticism/questions did Russians have 
about the American exhibit in Moscow? 

• Why did they doubt the claims presented by 
the Americans?  

• What information did Nixon provide to back 
up claims about the American way of life 
presented at the exhibit? 

• What US policies and economic realities 
bolstered his claims?



Nixon’s Responses
• The living spaces are typical of many “wage earning” 

Americans - unionized workers, not wealthy professionals 
• Capitalism, with “welfare state” safeties, can protect and 

promote wage-earners’ interests 
• Of 44m families in the US, 25m live in places with as much 

or more space than these exhibits! 
• 31m families own their own homes 
• Americans own 56m cars, 50m TVs, 143m radios, and buy 

a family average of 9 dresses/suits and 14 pairs of shoes 
per year 

• In recent recessions, the average length of unemployment 
is just a few months, and you get unemployment benefits 
during this period



Vice President Richard Nixon on the 
American Standard of Living (1959)

• Nixon quotes the first GOP president: “We do not 
propose any war upon capital; we do wish to allow 
the humblest man an equal chance to get rich with 
everyone else.”  

• We do have inequality - we are trying to fix it 
• Unemployment insurance and social security help 

us protect those who become vulnerable due to 
economic downturns, age, disability 

• We are working to promote racial justice 
• Labor strikes show that rights of collective 

bargaining are alive, well, and protected by our laws



Age of Prosperity
• The 1950s and 1960s as an age of mass media 

built upon the technological advancements 
made during and after the war 

• Television becomes ubiquitous in prosperous 
postwar middle class homes, and it’s a great tool 
– Information/news 
– Education/art 
– Entertainment 
–Marketing 
–Walt Disney pulls all the threads together in his TV 

series, starting with Disneyland in 1955



Disneyland Goes to the World’s Fair

• Using different products to cross market: TV 
for theme park, theme park for TV…and so 
on 

• The World’s Fair Movement 
– Undergirds the modern theme park, which begins 

with Disneyland 
– Combination of diplomacy, cultural showcase, 

and industrial showcase – idea first developed by 
Prince Albert with the Great Exhibition of 1851



Disneyland Goes to the World’s Fair
• Like the 1959 US home exhibit in Russia, 

world’s fairs are about showing the best that 
classical liberalism and industrialized economies 
(“capitalism”) have to offer society 

• 1964-65 World’s Fair at Flushing Meadows, 
Queens: “Peace through understanding” 
– Theme quotation derived from an Eisenhower speech 

on education 
– “Age of Optimism” diplomacy 
– Sentiment: liberalism is good for the world; American 

liberalism works especially well 
– Pre-Vietnam escalation: re-evalution of American 

policy is coming, but not for a bit!



The 
Unisphere!

Built by US Steel, this 
shining globe was the 
the theme structure for 
the fair and remains an 

iconic emblem of 
Corona Park, Queens, 
NYC, and midcentury 

optimism!



New York State Pavilion observation 
towers

Ever see “Men in Black”? ;)



VR #6
• How is this TV show a good example of the culture and 

values of the “affluent society” of the postwar era in 
America? 

• How do the products and innovations showcased illustrate 
the points made by Richard Nixon in his 1959 “Kitchen 
Debate” statements?  

• How is the New York World’s Fair, and the vision of 
America and the world presented by Disney in this TV 
show, a fair assessment of reality in 1964? What American 
realities does it not seem to delve into very much? 


